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CUSTOMER CHARTER 

INTRODUCTON 
Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd (MEH) has been in operation since February 2004, forming a short time after the deregulation of 
the energy supply industry within Queensland. MEH is a 100% Australian owned and operated organization that employs a team 
of professional and experienced staff to provide the best possible service to their customers. 
MEH aims to provide essential energy services at a reasonable and competitive rate, whilst maintaining a professional level of 
service and support to their customers 

MEH began servicing South-East Queensland and has now grown to offer its services nationally. MEH is part of a larger group of 
companies. 

Our Service Consultants know your building and pride themselves on developing good working relationships. You can be 
confident that when you need help, you can directly access your services consultant for a speedy resolution. When planning utility 
supply for a building, we endeavor to specify the most economical and environmentally responsible solution that suits that 
building. We keep up with the latest advances in technology to ensure that your utility solution has the best operating efficiency. 
We have invested heavily in technology to ensure the billing systems are efficient, accurate and provide easy to read and fully 
transparent invoicing to the individual subscribers. 

ABOUT THIS CHARTER 
This charter is a summary of your rights and obligations as a MEH customer.  It sets out information that will help you understand 
your Energy Agreement (also known as a negotiated customer contract) with us and how it may differ from other options available 
to you.  It is a guide only. 

This charter applies to you as a ‘small retail customer’. You are a ‘small retail customer’ if you consume less than 160 MWh of 
electricity, or less than 1 Tj of gas per year if you have entered into an Energy Agreement with us for that energy type. 

Any reference to ‘energy’ in this Charter, is a reference to both electricity and gas, or either electricity or gas only, depending on 
which of these you choose to purchase from us. 

THE GAS AND ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY  

Choice of Retailer 
You, along with all other energy customers, are able to choose which retailer you want to buy your electricity or gas from.  
Customers who do not make this choice will be on standard form customer supply contracts, at regulated prices, with their existing 
retailer for their premises. If you elect to transfer to an alternative energy supplier (for electricity only), you may transfer to the 
alternative supplier, however you or the supplier must pay MEH for the existing meter and any costs associated with 
disconnection/ removal along with any on going charges from the distributor. 

Further information on alternate energy suppliers can be found on the www.energymadeeasy.gov.au website maintained by the 
Australian Energy Regulator. 

Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd is pleased to be your energy retailer. 

Delivering Energy 
Retailers, like us, are responsible for selling electricity and/or gas to you.  Your local energy distributors, whose networks include 
electricity poles and wires, or the gas pipe connected to your premises, physically deliver energy to your premises.  If your 
premises are located in an MEH network area then MEH will also be your local distributor.   

Our only role in this process is to request delivery form the distributor, and to pay the distributor, on your behalf.  We do not 
control the delivery of energy to you or the quality or reliability of energy supplied to your premises.  The quality and reliability is 
not affected by your choice of energy retailer. 

You should be aware that your energy supply may be subject to fluctuations in quality and may not be continuous. 

In addition, in certain circumstances (for example and emergency, for maintenance, to connect a new customer or reasons of health 
and safety), we or your distributor are entitled to interrupt your energy supply.  Where possible, your will be given advance notice.  
If you require uninterruptible supply, you should make emergency backup arrangements. 



 

  
 

If your supply is disrupted or you are experiencing any type of fault or failure, you should contact your distributor to have the 
problem rectified.  We will provide a number to contact your distributor. You can contact us 24hrs a day, 7 days a week on 1300 
633 637. 
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ENERGY AGREEMENT 

1. YOUR ENERGY AGREEMENT 
1.1 Type 
The “Energy Agreement’ referred to in this Charter is the agreement arising when you sign (or otherwise accept) our offer to sell 
you energy and, if relevant, have received our verbal consent documents.  You are taken to have received the verbal consent 
documents 4 business days from them being posted to you. The Energy Agreement consists of our Agreement Conditions, the 
Energy offer or Verbal Agreement Confirmation (both referred to simply as the Schedule in this Agreement), your voice recorded 
acceptance (if you have entered the Energy Agreement over the telephone), or online acceptance, and the Disclosure Statement.  
Separate Energy Agreements are created for both electricity and gas sold by MEH to you. 
The Automatic Payment Arrangement conditions will only apply to you if you agree to pay MEH by that method. 

1.2 Cooling Off Period 
You have the option to cancel your Energy Agreement without penalty within the cooling off period commencing from the day on 
which you enter the Energy Agreement or the day you receive the verbal consent documents, whichever is later. 
If you want to cancel your Energy Agreement, you must advise us verbally or in writing.  You may use any cancellation notice 
provided with your Energy Agreement to do so.  The supply of energy under the Energy Agreement will not commence until this 
cooling off period has expired, or you elect to waive the cooling off period. Further details can be found in the Energy Agreement 
Conditions section of this Energy Agreement 

1.3 Term 
MEH will supply energy services until such time as either party terminates this agreement, see Clause 7 of the Agreement 
conditions. 

1.4 Your right to a Standard Form Customer Supply Contract 
As you are a ‘small retail customer’, you have the right to be supplied by your local standard retailer (who may not be us, 
depending on location of your premises) under a “Standard Form Customer Supply Contract” and at a regulated tariff.  If we are 
your local standard electricity retailer, our current Standard Form Customer Supply Contract can be viewed or downloaded on our 
website www.meteredenergy.com.au.  We are not a local standard gas retailer. 
If we are not the local standard retailer, then the Standard Form Customer Supply Contract of your local standard retailer is the 
applicable Standard Form Customer Supply Contract. 
You may elect at any stage to terminate the Energy Agreement and return to the Standard Form Customer Supply Contract at a 
regulated retail tariff with your local standard retailer.  However, if you do this before the end of the term of the Energy 
Agreement, we may recover from you an early termination fee.  The following points give a brief overview of the differences 
between this Energy Agreement and a Standard Form Customer Supply Contract. 
Early termination fee/s are payable if the Energy Agreement is cancelled before the end of the fixed term.  This does not apply to a 
Standard Form Customer Supply Contract; 
If you elect to switch from the Energy Agreement back to the Standard Form Customer Supply Contract before the end of the fixed 
term, early termination fees are payable,  no fee is payable for switching from a Standard Form Customer Supply Contract to the 
Energy Agreement. 
Under a Standard Form Customer Supply Contract, fewer preconditions must be met to commence supply than under the Energy 
Agreement. 

2. CONNECTION AND SUPPLY 
2.1 Supply and connection 
Generally, your local retailer (which may or may not be us) is responsible for arranging connection services to your premises 
where they are required.  Alternatively, you may make your own arrangements for electricity connection services (this is not 
possible for gas).  The contract details how we can assist with your enquiry regarding electricity and gas connection services. 

2.2 Transfer 
If another supplier currently arranges your energy supply and you enter into the Energy Agreement with us, you give us consent to 
transfer you energy supply arrangements to us.  You will continue to purchase energy from that retailer until the transfer to us is 
complete.  This process does not involve disconnecting or otherwise interrupting your energy supply. 



 

  
 

2.3 When the supply starts 
The supply of energy by us to you under the Energy Agreement will not start until: 

 You pay any connection or other charges as and when required; 
 All transfer requirements (if any) have been met, and you have passed a credit check; 
 Connection and metering services have been arranged for the premises; 
 The cooling off period has expired without you terminating the Energy Agreement; 
 You have provided us with a security deposit if we have requested it; and 
 You have provided us with the information that we require and we are satisfied that you have met our preconditions (if 

any). 

The supply of energy will commence no earlier than the expiry of the cooling off period and when all the preconditions in the 
energy Agreement are satisfied (which may, if you are transferring to us from another retailer take up to 4 months, depending on 
your last meter read.) Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd will advise in writing when that has occurred. 

3. YOUR OBLIGATIONS TO US 
If you are the tenant, you should check your lease as some obligations imposed on customers in respect of energy supply may be 
the responsibility of the landlord. 

You are required to comply with the Energy Agreement.  Among other obligations, you must: 
 Notify MEH as soon as possible should any of the information relating to the supply of energy under your Energy 

Agreement change; 
 Notify MEH if there is a life support machine (for example a kidney dialysis machine) in use at your premises; 
 Allow safe and convenient access to the premises for the purposes of reading the meter; 
 Pay by the “Payment Required By” date on your bill; 
 If you have agreed to pay by automatic payment, notify MEH of any cancellation of that arrangement with your financial 

institution or credit card provider; 
 If you feel you will be unable to pay a bill by the “Payment Required By” date, contact us before this date; 
 Ensure that you or your equipment does not adversely affect the distribution network and reliability and quality of energy 

to other customers; 
 Maintain all wiring, pipes and appliances in your premises in a safe condition 
 Take all reasonable steps to protect the meter, supply point and other equipment relating to energy supply at your 

premises from damage or unauthorised interference and notify us or your distributor of problems with them. 
 Only use energy sold to you under the Energy Agreement.  

Accordingly, you must not: 
 Allow energy purchased from us to be used at another premises; 
 Use at your premises energy purchased for use at another premises; 
 Sell energy to another person unless you are licensed to do so; 
 Allow energy supplied to the premises bypass the meter; 
 Give us false information about which tariffs and charges should apply to you; and 
 Use energy sold under a tariff for one purpose to be used for a different purpose. 

4. YOUR RIGHTS ABOUT CHARGES, BILLING AND PAYMENT 
4.1 Statement of your rights 
This section explains your rights as a ‘small retail customer’ which we are required to provide to you under the applicable energy 
laws.  These rights are additional and complementary to your rights under the Energy Agreement. 

4.2 Charges and variation of charges 
The rates you must pay for your energy consumption and other related charges are set out in the Energy Agreement.  MEH may 
vary the rates or amount of charges, or impose further charges, in the manner set out in the Energy Agreement.  You will be 
notified if this occurs.  If your Agreement Conditions indicates that certain charges, or components or a charge, cannot be varied, 
then MEH will not vary these during the term of your Energy Agreement. 
Charges may not be varied unless MEH notifies you in writing stating the date on which the variation is to operate and the amount 
of the new charges or amount of the variation. Variations may not operate retrospectively. 

4.3 Billing period and contents of bill 
MEH will bill you at least once every 3 months, unless an alternative agreement has been arranged to bill you at different intervals.  
MEH will include the following on bills: 



 

  
 

a) The customer’s name and account number; 
b) The address of the customer’s premises for the sale of energy and the customer’s mailing address (if different); 
c) The meter number;  
d) The billing period; 
e) The due date for the bill and the bill issue date; 
f) The total amount payable by the customer, including amounts of any arrears or credits; 
g) Tariffs and charges applicable to the customer; 
h) The basis on which tariffs and charges are calculated; 
i) Whether the bill was issued as a result of a meter reading or an estimation and, if issued as a result of a meter reading, 

the date of the meter reading; 
j) The values of meter readings (or, if applicable, estimations) at the start and end of the billing period; 
k) Particulars of the average daily consumption during the billing period; 
l) If a bill was issued by the same retailer for the corresponding billing period during the previous year, particulars of the 

average daily consumption during that previous billing period; 
m) The estimated date of the next scheduled meter reading (if applicable);  
n) Details of consumption or estimated consumption of energy; 
o) For residential customers—energy consumption benchmarks in accordance with The National Energy Retail Rules 



 

  
 

 
p) Any amount deducted, credited or received under a government funded energy charge rebate, concession or relief 

scheme or under a payment plan; 
q) If the customer has provided a security deposit, the amount of that deposit;  
r) Details of the available payment methods; 
s) Reference to the availability of government funded energy charge rebate, concession or relief schemes; 
t) A telephone number for account enquiries, the charge for which is no more than the cost of a local call; 
u) A telephone number for complaints (which may be the same as that for account enquiries), the charge for which is no 

more than the cost of a local call;  
v) A separate 24 hour telephone number for fault enquiries and emergencies, the charge for which is no more than the cost 

of a local call, being the telephone number for the distributor and giving the name of the distributor;  
w) Contact details of interpreter services in community languages;  
x) Any proportionate billing information in accordance with The National Energy Retail Rules. 

4.4 Paying Bills 
You may pay your bill by: 

 Cash or cheque at our office; 
 Cash at our agent; 
 Cheque by post; 
 Credit card by telephone; 
 Direct debit from a cheque or savings account or automatic payment from your credit card account, or 
 BPay Facility 
 By an agreed means of payment. 

If both parties agree, we may charge for any means of payment.  If you ask, we must accept in advance payment for arranging the 
supply of electricity or gas or for any other service or charges. 

4.5 Application of payments 
If MEH supply you with other goods or services in addition to arranging the supply of electricity of gas (for electricity, this 
includes electricity connection services), we apply payments received from you first towards paying; 

 (If received under an electricity agreement) for electricity connection services and arranging supply of electricity, and 
 (If received under a gas agreement) any electricity related charges and then towards payment of gas related charges, 

unless you otherwise direct. 

4.6 Review of Bills & Related Matters 
You may complain to MEH about any of our bills, charges or services.  We will consider your complaint and make a 
determination whether the bill or charge is correct. 

4.7 Correction where you are undercharged 
If we decide that you have been undercharged under the Energy Agreement, we must first notify you of the amount of, and reason 
for, the undercharging and may recover the shortfall from you.  You have the option to pay the shortfall over the same period as 
the period during which you have been undercharged.  We will not charge interest or impose a late fee on the shortfall amount. 
We may not recover any amount that relates to a period more than 12 months before the date of our notice of determination. 

4.8 Correction where you are overcharged 
If we decide that you have been overcharged, and have paid to us more than $50.00 under the Energy Agreement, we will inform 
you no later than 10 Business Days after becoming aware of the overcharging. We will not pay you interest for overcharged 
amounts unless required by regulatory requirements1 . If the excess exceeds the amount payable by you under your next bill, we 
will credit the difference to subsequent bills.  If we determine that you have been overcharged under the Energy Agreement, and 
the excess amount you have paid is less than $50.00, we will credit the excess amount to your next bill, or repay this amount in 
accordance with your instructions within 10 Business Days. If the bill is incorrect, we will correct it. If we have an obligation to 
pay you under these guaranteed customer service standards we will pay you either by EFT or via a credit on your next bill 

4.9 Providing you with information about bills 
Within a reasonable time after you ask, MEH must provide free of charge information about the current status of your bill, or 
account and information about metering equipment readings and metering equipment’s registrations connected with a bill, for 
electricity only, MEH may charge you for our reasonable cost if you request us to compile and release information about half-hour 
meter registrations (if your metering type allows this). 

                                                           
1 National Energy Retail Law, National Energy Retail Rules and National Energy Retail Regulations 



 

  
 

4.10 Calculating adjustments to charges during a billing period 
If there are one or more variations in the rate applicable to a charge during a billing period, the amount payable for that charge 
during the billing period is calculated as follows: 
For each period (relevant period) during which a different rate applies to the charge, an amount is calculated by multiplying: 

 The average daily consumption; 
 The number of days on the relevant period; and 
 The total amount payable for the charge for the billing period is the sum of the amount calculated for each relevant 

period.



 

  
 

 

4.11 Historical Billing Information 
MEH must give you copies of, or information about, previous bills within a reasonable time after you ask. MEH does this free of 
charge, but may charge for the reasonable costs of obtaining and supplying copies if the bill was issued more than 2 years before 
your request or if we have provided you with the information within the previous 12 months, 
If you agree in writing, we may provide copies of bills or billing information to a third party.   However, we may provide 
consumption information for the purposes of customer registration, customer transfer, any other purpose that we are legally 
required to do so, and (for electricity only) wholesale trading (the National Electricity Market) or (for gas only) gas nomination, 
balancing and reconciliation systems. 

4.12 Testing metering equipment 
If we determine that an account or amount is correct after we have reviewed your account at your request, you may ask that the 
metering equipment be tested in accordance with any applicable laws, market operation rules, codes or standards. 
MEH may ask that you pay in advance the reasonable cost of testing the metering equipment.  We are not required to test the 
metering equipment if you refuse to pay the amount in advance.  If the metering equipment is found to be inaccurate we must 
refund any amount paid in advance and you are not liable to pay the cost of testing. 
The metering equipment is to be regarded as not registering correctly if (for electricity) its error rate is more than plus or minus 2% 
or (for gas) it is an inaccurate gas meter within the meaning of the Gas Supply (Gas Meters) Regulation 2002 (NSW) 

4.13 Estimating Consumption 
If electricity or gas has been supplied without passing through metering equipment, where metering equipment has ceased to 
register or register correctly the quantity of electricity or gas supplies or where a meter reading is unavailable, we must estimate in 
good faith your electricity or gas consumption of the premises during a billing period. 
An estimate may not cover more than a six month period. 
MEH charges for electricity or gas when consumption has been estimated in the same way that we charge when consumption has 
been measured by metering equipment.  You are required to pay for gas consumed and are entitled to be paid any rebate, 
determined as a result of any estimate we make. 
We will base your estimated consumption on your historical metering equipment date, or if we do not have that data the average 
daily consumption for the same class of customer calculated for the period covered by the bill.  Interest is not payable if we 
discover overcharging when reconciling charges made on the basic of estimation with your actual electricity or gas consumption.  
This provision does not apply to any charge not based on your electricity or gas consumption. 

4.14 No access to metering equipment 
If MEH is unable to obtain access to a metering equipment to measure electricity or gas consumption, we will ask you to elect to: 

a) Pay an estimated amount and have that amount reconciled in your next bill; or  
b) Pay an amount we determine after obtaining access to the metering equipment  

Both parties may agree that you pay an amount based on information provided by you as to the amount registered by the metering 
equipment in respect of that billing period. This provision does not apply to any charge not based on your electricity or gas 
consumption. 

5. YOUR RIGHTS TO TERMINATE 
5.1 If you leave your premises 
You must give MEH at least 3 business days’ notice of the date on which you intend to vacate the premises and a forwarding 
address to which the final bill may be sent. If you do not give MEH the required notice, you may be liable for energy charges at the 
premises until 3 business days after you give the notice.  

5.2 Other right to terminate 
You may elect at any stage to terminate this Energy Agreement by giving MEH notice (as specified in clause 7.3 of the Energy 
Agreement). If you elect to transfer to an alternative energy supplier (for electricity only), you may transfer to the alternative 
supplier, however you or the supplier must pay Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd for the existing meter and any costs associated 
with disconnection/ removal. 
Where the Agreement Schedule shows you are purchasing electricity and gas from us, if you have an Agreement with us which 
requires that you purchase both forms of energy from us and you elect to end the Agreement in relation to one of your energy 
supplies with us, the other continues, but we may end the Agreement and/or vary the Charges in relation to the remaining form of 
energy. However, if you do not have an Agreement with us which requires that you purchase both gas and electricity from us, then 
if you end your Agreement with us in relation to one of these forms of energy, the Agreement will continue unchanged in relation 
to the other form of energy 



 

  
 

5.3 Early termination fees 
If you terminate the Energy Agreement in relation to a particular type of energy before the end of it term (whether you vacate the 
premises or not) or if we terminate the Energy Agreement in relation to a particular type of energy as a result of your default, we 
may recover from you an early termination fee. If a fee is payable, the amount of that fee will be set out on your Schedule (if you 
accepted an Energy Offer in writing), on the verbal consent documents that we mail you (if your acceptance was over the 
telephone), or on the online acceptance form (if your acceptance was over the Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd website). 



 

  
 

 

6. SECURITY DEPOSIT  
MEH may require you at any time by notice in writing to provide us with security of a type, and in an amount, and on terms and 
conditions we reasonably require in accordance with the National Energy Retail Rules. We do so by reference to our credit 
assessment of you.  

You will be required to provide the security deposit within 10 business days after it has been formally requested by MEH it. We 
will pay interest on security deposits. 

We will return the security to you the balance of security remaining, plus interest, after payment of all amounts you owe us under 
the Energy Agreement within 10 business days if you,  

a) complete 1 year’s payment (in the case of a residential customer) or 2 years’ payment (in the case of a business 
customer) by the pay-by dates for the retailer’s bills; or  

b) vacate the relevant premises, requests de-energisation of the premises or transfers to another retailer, where the security 
deposit or any part of it is not required in settlement of the final bill referred to in rule 44 (1) (b). 

7. INFORMATION 
7.1 Privacy  
MEH will not disclose your personal information to any third party, except in accordance with industry guidelines and other laws 
in the following circumstances: 

 To our agents, contactors, third party service providers or entities related to us but only for the purpose of our business 
 To relevant regulators and authorities where the law requires or permits us to do so; 
 For the purposes of any energy market process or system (including to distributors and to enable registration of a retailer 

as the party financially responsible for energy consumption at the premises and settlement of transactions and 
payments); 

 To any organisation considering acquiring an interest in our business and its advisors or with whom we may form an 
alliance for our business purposes; 

 To any financial institution or credit card provider that you have authorised to make an automatic payment to us; or  
 To other organisations if you request us to do so or if you consent. 
 Details about our commitment to privacy are set out in our Privacy Statement.  

7.2 Credit checks 
MEH may disclose your personal information to a credit reporting agency for the following purposes: 

 To obtain a consumer credit report about you if you have applied for consumer or commercial credit; and/or 
 To allow the credit reporting agency to create or maintain a credit information file containing information about you. 

The type of information we may disclose is limited to: 
 Your identity particulars; 
 The fact you are entering into an agreement with us; 
 The fact that we are a current credit provider to you; 
 Any payments overdue for more than 60 days that we have taken steps to recover; 
 Information that payments are no longer overdue; 
 Information that in our opinion you have committed a serious credit infringement; and 
 Dishonoured payments — if a cheque from you for more than $100 has been dishonoured more than twice. 

This information may be given before, during or after the provision of credit to you. 
Where you are applying for consumer credit you also agree that MEH may obtain information about you from a business which 
provides information about the commercial creditworthiness of persons for the purpose of assessing your application. Where you 
are applying for commercial credit you agree that MEH may obtain a consumer credit report from a credit reporting agency 
containing information about you for the purpose of assessing your application. 
If you are purchasing, or have agreed to purchase, energy from MEH you agree we may also exchange permitted credit 
information about you with other credit providers, to assess your creditworthiness and in circumstances of default (either with us or 
with the other credit provider). 

7.3 Copy of the Agreement Conditions & other documents  
Additional copies of the Agreement Conditions may be obtained by telephoning us on 1300 633 637. When considering our offer, 
you are advised to carefully read the Agreement Conditions. If you have any questions, or would like further information 
(including your rights under your Standard Form Customer Supply Contract, your entitlements if any to concessions or rebates 
under the energy laws, details of electricity and gas deregulation, and your rights and Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd.’s 
obligations under the Marketing Code of Conduct, please telephone MEH on 1300 633 637.  



 

  
 

8. OTHER SOURCES OF RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS  
In addition to your Energy Agreement, your energy supply is regulated by a range of energy laws (including The National Energy 
Retail Law, National Energy Retail Rules and National Energy Retail Regulations), our Retail Licence, the Trade Practices Act 
1974 (Cth) and the Fair Trading Act 1987. In particular, we must comply with the Energy Marketing Code of Conduct which 
regulates marketing activities and contact with small retail customers. You can view the Code on our website 
www.meteredenergy.com.au. 



 

  
 

 
 

9. AMENDMENTS TO THE ENERGY AGREEMENT 
MEH may include additional or amended conditions in your Agreement Conditions if changes to electricity or gas laws require or 
permit this or as set out the Agreement Conditions. We will notify you of any such changes. We may amend the Energy Agreement 
with your written consent.  

10. COMPLAINTS & DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
You should contact MEH first if you have a complaint or enquiry relating to our services. We will respond quickly and work to 
satisfy your concerns. If you are unable to resolve your concerns at the initial contact we will notify you and advise you when the 
matter is resolved. If you feel that the matter has not been resolved you can ask for the matter to be raised at a higher level within 
our organization or referred to the either the Energy & Water Ombudsman of Office of Fair Trading (see contact Details below). 

11. CONTACT DETAILS 
11.1 Important Contact Details 
Ombudsman Websites  
Victorian Energy and Water Ombudsman (EWOV)  www.ewov.com.au 
South Australian Energy Industry Ombudsman (EIOSA)  www.eiosa.com.au 
Queensland Energy and Water Ombudsman (EOQ)   www.eoq.com.au 
Tasmanian Energy Ombudsman     www.energyombudsman.tas.gov.au 
NSW Energy and Water Ombudsman (EWON)   www.ewon.com.au 
Commonwealth Ombudsman     www.ombudsman.gov.au 
ACT Civil and Administrative Tribunal (ACAT)  www.acat.act.gov.au 
Office Fair Trading QLD     www.fairtrading.qld.gov.au 
 

 
11.2 Who to contact if you have any questions 
The contact details for us and other retailers that we can assist with enquiries regarding electricity connection services are: 
Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd 
 37 Manton Street  
 Morningside QLD 4170 
 P.O. Box 192 
 Bulimba QLD 4171 
 General Inquiries 
 Ph.: 1300 633 637 
 contact@meteredenergy.com.au  
 www.meteredenergy.com.au 
For gas faults and emergencies Ph.: 13 19 09. 
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ENERGY AGREEMENT CONDITIONS 

The meaning of words printed like this and some other key words are explained at the end of these Agreement Conditions 
(“Agreement Conditions”) (see condition 17.1). 

1. APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT CONDITIONS 
1.1If you would like MEH to arrange for you to be connected at your Supply Address you must make an application to us and 
provide us with: 

a) Acceptable identification;  
b) Your contact details; 
c) If your request relates to a rental property, contact details for the property owner or the owner’s agents; 
d) Credit history information, if required by us; and 
e) Payment for (or if we agree, enter into a payment arrangement for) any outstanding debt owed to us relating to a previous 

premises. 
You must also pay any applicable Connection Charge or such other charge associated with your application which we may 
lawfully charge you under Regulatory Requirements. 
1.2 These Agreement Conditions apply: 

a) If you have agreed to purchase electricity and gas from us, as two separate Energy Agreements between us for the 
supply of electricity and gas respectively; or 

b) If you have agreed to purchase one of either electricity or gas from us, as an Energy Agreement between us for the 
supply of that form of energy. 

1.3 If a condition relates to electricity or gas only, then it does not apply in an agreement for the other form of energy. 

2. ABOUT THE ENERGY AGREEMENT 
Content 
2.1 The Energy Agreement for the supply of energy applies to small retail customers of Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd. The 
Energy Agreement consists of: 

a) The Customer Charter 
b) The Energy Agreement and Conditions 
c) Our Privacy Statement. 
d) The SmarterPay Conditions 
e) Our Disclosure Statement and; 
f) Schedule (including the Energy Details if relevant); 
g) In the case of voice recorded energy agreements, the verbal acceptance, as recorded and the online acceptance form. 

2.2 If the automatic payment option is selected, the Automatic Payment Arrangement Conditions will also apply. 

Formation 
2.3 The Energy Agreement is entered into by you when you accept our offer to supply energy to you by: 

a) Signing and returning the Schedule to us before the relevant offer expiry date; or 
b) Giving us your verbal acceptance of the relevant offer; and receiving the verbal consent documents; or 
c) Giving us your acceptance of the relevant offer on our online acceptance form 

2.4 Provided that MEH has not commenced supply of energy to the premises, if: 
a) We are not satisfied with the information you provide to us; 
b) We are not satisfied with your supply, connection or metering arrangements Including that we are authorised to supply 

energy to the premises); or 
c) We determine that you are not eligible to accept the offer contained in the Schedule (for example, you are not a small 

retail customer), 
d) By accepting this Agreement you will be taken to have given us notice that you wish to end any other agreement you may 

have with us in relation to the Supply Address including all associated rewards and/ or benefits. 
MEH may immediately terminate the Energy Agreement by notice to you. If we terminate the Energy Agreement, no compensation 
will be required by either party as a result of the termination. 

 Cooling Off Period  
2.5 You have the right to cancel the Agreement without penalty at any time within 10 Business Days. The cooling off period will 
start on and include: 



 

  
 

a) The day after you entered into the Agreement or 
b) The day you received the verbal consent documents.  

2.6 Your right to cancel the Agreement within this period is not affected by any affirmation of the Agreement that you may have 
made, for example, by signing the Agreement.  If you wish to cancel the Agreement, you must provide us with written notice that 
clearly indicates your intention to cancel the Agreement in one of the following ways: 

 In person: 37 Manton Street Morningside QLD 4170 
 By post: P.O. Box 192 Morningside QLD 4171 
 By fax: 1300 633 638; or 
 By e-mail: contact@meteredenergy.com.au  

Or you may notify us by calling us on 1300 633 637 to advise us of the cancellation.  
2.7 If you send a written cancellation notice by post, fax or email, we will be deemed to have received it on the 
day it was sent. We will keep a copy of your written cancellation notice (for as long as we are required to keep 
it under the Regulatory Requirements2) to answer any future questions.  
2.8 If you terminate the Agreement, we will provide you with a record of the termination. Where you terminate this Agreement 
during any applicable cooling off period, we are not entitled to the payment of any costs, compensation or other amount as a 
consequence of such termination other than charges payable in respect of any energy supplied or any other services provided under 
this Agreement.   
2.9 Your right to a cooling off period does not affect any other rights you have in law or in equity in relation to the Agreement or 
our conduct, for example, under the Fair Trading Act 1999.    
Term 
2.10 The term of the Energy Agreement begins on the date MEH commences supplying energy to you and continues until either 
party terminates in accordance with this agreement. If any matter that is required to be included in this Agreement by a Regulatory 
Requirement is not expressly dealt with in this Agreement, the Regulatory Requirement is incorporated as if it were a term of this 
Agreement. 
If there is any inconsistency between a Regulatory Requirement, the Energy Agreement and Customer Charter terms and the 
Energy Price Factsheet, the order of precedence will be the same as the order in which they are listed below: 

a) The Energy Agreements; 
b) The Customer Charter; 
c) Energy Price Factsheet; 
d) The Regulatory Requirement. 

However, if a Regulatory Requirement provides that it must prevail, it will prevail to the extent of the inconsistency 

Related Documents 
2.11 MEH will provide you with copies of our Customer Charter, our Privacy Statement, these Agreement Conditions, the 
Schedule and any Disclosure Statement in accordance with the energy laws. If you request, these documents are available on our 
website. 
2.12 In addition to these Agreement Conditions, a range of energy laws, codes, guidelines and our retail licences govern your 
energy supply. 
2.13 Your and our rights and obligations under the Energy Agreement are subject to, and supplemented by, the terms of the energy 
laws.  The Energy Agreement should be read in conjunction with the energy laws. 
2.14 In certain circumstances, we may be permitted to depart from the terms of the energy laws.  If we do so, these departures will 
be included as special conditions in the Schedule and MEH will obtain your consent to those departures in accordance with the 
energy laws. 

Multiple Premises 
2.15 If you ask us to extend the Energy Agreement to additional premises or to transfer the Energy Agreement to your new 
premises because you are moving then: 

a) We may offer to incorporate those premises into your Energy Agreement (any such offer will specify the charges and 
other terms and conditions applicable to that premises): 

b) If you accept that offer, your Energy Agreement is taken to be amended accordingly; and 
If your Energy Agreement then applies to more than one premises, the rights under conditions 7 and 8 may be exercised in respect 
of any one or more of them affecting the continued application of your Energy Agreement to any other remaining premises. 
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3 ENERGY SUPPLY 
Our Obligations 
3.1 In return for the amounts you agree to pay MEH under the Energy Agreement, MEH agrees to: 

a) Supply energy to the premises in accordance with the Energy Agreement, although we do not physically deliver energy to 
your premises; 

b) Pay market charges and network charges; 
c) If requested and where applicable, use our best endeavours to procure connection services from your distributor for the 

premises in accordance with the energy laws; and  
d) Comply with all relevant requirements imposed on us by the energy laws. 

Commencement of Supply 
3.2 The supply of energy under the Energy Agreement starts (subject to conditions 2.4 and 2.5) on the latest of: 

a) If you are transferring from another retailer, the effective transfer date notified to us by the market and system operator; or 
b) If the supply of energy to the premises involves providing a new connection service, when the new connection service is 

provided and the supply point is operational. 
c) The “Move In” date you advise on your Energy Application Form 



 

  
 

 

New Connection 
3.3 If you ask us and it is possible for us to do so, we will arrange connection of energy to your premises.  Otherwise, you must 
arrange for connection of energy to your premises. 

Description, Delivery and Quality of Energy 
3.4 As your retailer, we are responsible for the purchasing of energy on your behalf.  We do not control the delivery, quality or 
reliability of energy supply to the premises.  This is the responsibility of the distributor who physically delivers energy to the 
supply point, not us. 
3.5 Accordingly, the energy delivered to the premises may be subject to: 

a) For electricity – fluctuations in voltage, wave or frequency of electricity; and 
b) For gas – variation or deficiency in quality or pressure 

3.6 Your supply of energy may also be subject to interruptions and may not be continuous due to many factors, including factors 
relating to your distributor’s network, or factors that are beyond our or your distributor’s control, for example: 

a) The distributor or the market and system operator interrupts supply to the premises; 
b) The distributor’s network, or a network to which that network is connected, fails; or 
c) There are insufficient quantities of energy to meet the needs of all users. 

3.7 Without limiting our rights under this Agreement you agree we may disconnect, curtail, interrupt or reduce the energy 
delivered to your Supply Address: 

a) If required by your Distributor; 
b) If required for the performance of any aspect of this Agreement, including your Energy Plan; 
c) In an emergency or for safety reasons; 
d) For inspections, maintenance, or testing; 
e) At the direction or request of a regulatory body; or 
f) For a reason specified in Regulatory Requirements 

4 YOUR OBLIGATIONS 
General 
4.1 The title and risk in the energy supplied to you under this Agreement will pass to you at the point of connection with your 
Supply Address. From that point on, the energy supplied under this Agreement is your responsibility. 
If you are a Business Customer and subject to the provisions of the Regulatory Requirements, you agree to indemnify us against 
any liability arising out of the use of energy supplied under this Agreement after risk in the energy has passed to you, or where we 
have suffered any loss or damage arising as a result of your failure to comply with this Agreement. 

Under the Energy Agreement, you must: 

a) Comply with the energy laws, including any relevant electricity and gas distribution codes and standards relating to 
energy including the distributor’s standards); 

b) Ensure that the distribution system and the reliability and quality of energy supply to other customers are not adversely 
affected by your actions, omissions or equipment; 

c) Notify us as soon as possible if your circumstances or any information relating to the energy supply under the Energy 
Agreement change; 

d) If we supply you with gas and you are a residential customer, not use gas for non-domestic purposes other than for home 
office purposes; 

e) Not use energy in a manner which interferes with the distribution network or supply from that network; 
f) Neither allow energy supplied to you under the Energy Agreement to be used other than at the premises nor use energy 

at the premises supplied form another address; 
g) Not use energy supplied to you for a purpose inconsistent with the category of supply specified in the Schedule; 
h) Not resupply energy supplied to you under this Energy Agreement unless we authorise such resupply in writing or unless 

permitted by law; 
i) If we supply you with electricity, notify us if there is a life support machine in use at your premises; and 
j) If you are a business customer, take reasonable steps to prevent loss on your side of the supply point which may be 

affected by any changes in the quality or reliability of energy supply. 

Meters and Supply Points 
4.2 To facilitate the supply of energy to the premises, you agree to: 

a) Protect and not disconnect by-pass, interfere with or damage any meter or supply point at your premises and promptly 
notify us of any problems with them; 

b) Give the meter readers, authorised persons and the distributor, information and safe, convenient and unhindered access 
at all reasonable times to the premises (including any meter, the supply point and any related equipment at the premises) 



 

  
 

for any reasonable purpose required. MEH will conduct regular and ad-hoc meter readings so as to enable preparation 
and delivery of utility accounts for lots, and arrange for delivery of these accounts to each Occupier’s building mailbox or 
other nominated address.   

c) Comply with any directions from us or the distributor about any meter or the supply point. 



 

  
 

 

Safety 
4.3 To enable us to provide you with a reliable and safe supply of energy, you must at all times: 

a) Maintain all wiring, pipes, appliances and other energy equipment at the premises in a safe condition; 
b) Allow only accredited electricians and registered plumbers or gas fitters to perform any maintenance on your energy 

appliances and/or connections; 
c) Advise us or your distributor of any matter (including changes to your energy equipment) that may threaten the health or 

safety of another person or threaten the integrity or safety of the distribution network. 

Emergencies 
4.4 In the event of an emergency, you agree to comply with any directions given by your distributor or us in accordance with any 
energy laws. 

Supply to Non-Residential Premises (Large Customer) 
4.5 If the Energy Agreement is for the supply of electricity and the premises are not used as a residence, you must: 

a) Within a reasonable time, if and when we request, give us an annual forecast of your electricity demand for the premises;  
b) If you anticipate a material change in your electricity demand, give us at least 20 business days’ advance notice. 

4.6 If you need to change or your demand for energy requires extra or replacement meters to be installed, you agree to meet the 
reasonable costs of installing, maintaining and reading them and any adjusted metering charges. 

5 CHARGES 
Charges 
5.1 You agree to pay us the charges. 
5.2 The Schedule sets out the rates you will be charged based on energy consumed at the premises. These rates comprise the 
following components: 

a) The amount MEH charges for energy; 
b) Metering charges; 
c) Market charges; 
d) Network charges; and 
e) For electricity only, emission charges. 

5.3 The Schedule may indicate that some rates (such as other charges) may not be available, depending on your meter. In those 
cases, we determine, by reference to your meter, as soon as practicable after the Energy Agreement commences, which of these 
rates apply.  Your first bill will indicate the rates that apply. 
5.4 If the Schedule includes a charge that is a daily charge, MEH will bill you for that charge for each day of the term. 
5.5 Any other charges are separately identified in the Schedule or these Agreement Conditions. 
5.6 You are not liable to pay for any charges unless the amount of, or basis for, calculating the charge is set out in this Energy 
Agreement including Annexure. 

Varying Charges 
5.7 MEH may vary the rate or amount of any charges or impose any further charge in the manner set out in these Agreement 
Conditions or the Schedule.  Unless the Schedule indicates otherwise: 

a) We may pass through to you the effect of variations applicable to metering charges, market charges, network charges 
and emission charges.  We may do this by varying the amounts you must pay us in connection with these items if they 
are varied by the distributor, market and system operator or other relevant third party, or we reasonably determine or 
estimate that the cost to us of any of them has varied; 

b) We may vary a daily rate or other charges shown in the Schedule if any component that makes up that charge is varied;  
c) We may vary the rate or amount of any charges or impose any further charge: 

i. If there is a change to the loss factors; 
ii. If there is any change of taxes; 
iii. If the metering for the premises is changed; 
iv. In respect to the supply of gas only, if the cost to us of purchasing, transporting, selling or supplying gas has 

increased due to an  Upstream event (including managing, mitigating or minimising the (Impact and price risks of 
that event).  We will allocate the increased costs to our relevant customers on a pro-rata basis, based on the 
volume of gas purchased in relation to those relevant customers; or 

v. In respect of the supply of gas only, once during the second half of each year, in accordance with the following 
formula: 

  A = B x C 
  D 



 

  
 

Where: 
A = the applicable charge payable from and including a particular date after the application of this formula 
B = the applicable charge payable immediately before that date 
C = the CPI for the last December quarter before that date 
D = the CPI for the second last December quarter before that date. 



 

  
 

 
 
5.8 MEH will notify you, in accordance with any applicable energy laws, of variations to charges in writing (which may be in a 
bill). 

Other Charges  
5.9 You also agree to: 

a) Pay us the reasonable costs we incur if you do not give access to the meter readers or you request an unscheduled 
meter reading; 

b) Pay us GST at the prevailing GST rate on any taxable supplies made by us in connection with the Energy Agreement; 
c) Pay any additional charges set out in the Schedule which we are permitted to impose; 
d) Reimburse us (and pay us in accordance with the Energy Agreement) for other distributor charges; 
e) Pay for any services you request from us (including meter testing) unless the energy laws require us to provide that 

service free of charge or to reimburse you for the cost of that service; 
f) Pay us any administration fee set out in the Schedule; and 
g) To the extent permitted by energy laws, pay us any late payment fee set out in the Schedule, and/or interest on any late 

payment set by us from time to time in accordance with any energy laws. 

6 BILLING AND PAYMENT 
Metering Consumption 
6.1 MEH bills you by applying, on and from the date we start supplying you energy under the Energy Agreement, the applicable 
rate to the quantity of energy consumed at the premises based on an actual reading of the meter at the supply point. We will use 
our best endeavours to ensure that metered consumption is measured at least once in any 12 month period. 

Estimated Consumption 
6.2 If MEH: 

a) Does not have metered data from an actual meter reading; 
b) Is unable reasonably or reliably to base your bill on a reading of your meter; or 
c) Is authorised to do so under the energy laws, 

We may base the bill on an estimate of the energy you have consumed for a relevant period determined in accordance with the 
energy laws. 
6.3 If we subsequently obtain a meter reading or more reliable data, we will adjust your next bill as appropriate. 

Form 
6.4 Your bill will contain (amongst other things), the following: 

a) A Metering Identifier for your electricity supply point if applicable ; 
b) A graph to help you understand your energy usage; 
c) The Metering Identification Registration Number (“MIRN”) for your gas supply point (or, if your gas supply point is in New 

South Wales, the Delivery Point Identifier (“DPI”)), if any if applicable; 
d) Your relevant Charges; 
e) The amount you have to pay; 
f) The Due Date; 
g) Your payment options; 
h) Contact numbers you can use to make enquiries and report faults; and 
i) Charges for other goods and services provided by us 

Frequency 
6.5 MEH will send you a bill at no more than every 3 months as specified in the Agreement. 

Payment 
6.6 You must pay your bills by the “Payment Due By” date specified on the bill (irrespective of the billing period), which will not 
be less than 21 days from the date the bill is issued.  Payments due on a non-business day may be paid on the next business day. 
6.7 You may pay MEH in advance.  We do not pay interest on (or refund before the Energy Agreement ends) amounts paid in 
advance.  For security deposits, refer to condition 9. 

Payment Options 
6.8 Unless MEH makes a different agreement with you in accordance with the Regulatory Requirements, you can pay your bill by 
any of the options listed on your bill. If your payment is dishonored or reversed, which results in us incurring a fee, MEH may 
recover the amount of that fee from you and also may recover any additional costs we incur, unless we are prohibited from doing 
so by the Regulatory Requirements.  



 

  
 

6.9 MEH will offer you the option of paying on an instalment plan where we are required to do so under the energy laws. 

Bill Reviews 
6.10 You may request a review of a bill.  The review will be undertaken in accordance with the energy laws.  You must still pay 
the amount of the bill that is not in dispute or an amount equal to the average amount of your bills in the last 12 months (whichever 
is lesser). 
6.11 If the review shows the bill is correct, you must pay for the cost of any meter test or check of a meter reading or data (if you 
requested one) and pay any amounts outstanding.  Should the review disclose an error, MEH will adjust the bill (subject to 
conditions 6.15 to 6.17). 

Undercharging and Overcharging 
6.12 On request, MEH will review any bill. We will inform you of the outcome within 20 Business Days. When we are reviewing 
your bill, you must pay by the Due Date the portion of that bill that is not in dispute or an amount equal to the average amount of 
your bills in the previous 12 months, (whichever is lesser) and any future bills that become due.   
6.13 You may request to have your meter tested during the review. MEH may request that you pay in advance the reasonable costs 
for testing the meter. If you do not pay for the testing of your meter in advance we are not required to test the meter.  
6.14 If the meter is found to be inaccurate MEH will refund any amount paid in advance (or set this off against any amount of the 
bill that is still outstanding) and you are not liable to pay the cost of testing.  If the bill under review is correct, you must pay the 
unpaid amount still outstanding. If the bill under review is incorrect, we will correct the bill.  
6.15 If you have been overcharged, MEH will inform you no later than 10 Business Days after becoming aware of the 
overcharging. We will not pay you interest for overcharged amounts unless required by regulatory requirements3 . If we have 
overcharged you and you have paid this amount, MEH will credit the overcharged amount to your next bill or repay this amount in 
accordance with your instructions within 10 Business Days. If the bill is incorrect, MEH will correct the bill.   
6.16 If you were undercharged, or not charged (unless you have used energy illegally) where the undercharging results from a 
failure of our billing systems, we will only seek to recover amounts undercharged in the nine months prior to the date we notify 
you that you have been undercharged; and in all other cases, we will only seek to recover amounts undercharged in the nine 
months prior to notifying you of the undercharge. MEH will list the amount as a separate item in a special bill or in the next bill in 
your billing cycle, together with an explanation of the amount. You will not be charged interest on the undercharged amount.  
6.17 If for whatever reason you cannot pay by the Due Date, you must advise MEH as soon as possible. MEH has a range of 
payment plans that may assist you if you are experiencing payment difficulties. We have a hardship policy to assist you in meeting 
your financial commitments. If you request it, we will agree to a reasonable payment plan allowing you to pay the undercharged 
amount in agreed instalments over a period equal to the period in which the undercharging occurred, not exceeding 12 months.  

Overdue Amounts 
6.18 You must inform us if you are experiencing payment difficulties or if you require payment assistance. We may be able to 
assist you (see condition 6.22). 
6.19 If you fail to pay the bill by the Due Date we may, in accordance with the Regulatory Requirements, do one or more of the 
following: 

a) Apply any Security Deposit we hold in relation to this Agreement towards payment of the bill; 
b) Disconnect or discontinue your supply under this Agreement 
c) Refer your bill for collection by a debt collection agency or commence legal proceedings 
d) Charge you a fee covering our reasonable costs of recovering any outstanding amount from you where we are not 

prohibited by Regulatory Requirements from doing so.  
If you are a Business Customer MEH may charge you interest on a late payment where not prohibited by Regulatory Requirements 
from doing so 
6.20 However, before taking these steps MEH will comply with the requirements under the energy laws in relation to payment 
difficulties.  Our Customer Charter provides more details. 

Shortened Collection Cycles 
6.21 If you are consistently late paying your bills and we have complied with the requirements of the energy laws, we may place 
you on a shortened collection cycle. 

Payment Difficulties and Assistance 
6.22 If you are experiencing difficulties paying your bills, MEH can offer you hardship assistance, including: 
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a) Advice about independent financial counselling; 
b) Information about energy efficiency; 
c) Information about various government assistance and concessions schemes; and 
d) In some cases, the option of an instalment plan depending on your eligibility and in accordance with the energy laws 

(there may be additional charges). 
Further details including details of our hardship policy are available on our website at http://www.meteredenergy.com.au  

7 TERMINATING THE ENERGY AGREEMENT 
Termination by Us 
7.1 MEH may terminate the Energy Agreement by giving you notice in writing if: 

a) We exercise our rights to arrange disconnection of the premises under condition 8 and you are no longer entitled to be 
reconnected; 

b) You enter into a new energy agreement with us, or transfer to another retailer, for the premises; 
c) You are not, or cease to be, a small retail customer; or 
d) The Schedule or Energy Details contains any specific or additional conditions that permit us to do so. 



 

  
 

 

7.2 If the Energy Agreement is to be terminated because you are not, or cease to be, a small retail customer, and you have not 
entered into and satisfied all requirements for supply to commence under a new energy supply agreement with us or another 
retailer, then from that date specified in the notice of termination, we agree to continue arranging supply on the same conditions as 
the Energy Agreement except that, by notice to you, we may vary the, or impose additional, charges.  This condition survives 
termination of the Energy Agreement. 

Termination – General 
7.3 Subject to the Regulatory Requirements, either party can end the Agreement by giving the notice set out below or such other 
period as set out in the Energy Agreement (If you are moving out of your premises, refer to conditions 7.7 to 7.10): 

a) For Customers in New South Wales: 28 days’ notice 
b) For Customers in South Australia and Northern Territory: 20 Business Days’ notice 
c) For Customers in Queensland: 20 Business Days’ notice 
d) For Customers in Victoria: 28 days’ notice 

 
7.4 If you do not give us the required notice and we have not entered into a new energy supply agreement for the premises, you 
will continue to be liable for all costs incurred until (which occurs first): 

a) You have given us the required notice of termination; or 
b) The supply of energy to the premises is disconnected or transferred to a new retailer. 

7.5 Except as otherwise provided in these Agreement Conditions and the energy laws, you transfer to another retailer, entering 
into a new agreement with MEH, or moving out of the supply address, will constitute a termination of the Energy Agreement by 
you. 
7.6 If you elect to transfer to an alternative energy supplier (for electricity only), you may transfer to the alternative supplier, 
however you or the supplier must pay Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd for the existing meter and any costs associated with 
disconnection and or removal. 

Termination by You – moving out of the premises 
7.7 You must give MEH notice of the date you intend to vacate your Supply Address, or the date you did vacate the Supply 
Address and a forwarding address where we can send a final bill.  
7.8 When we receive the notice, we will use our best endeavours to ensure that the meter is read, or an estimated bill will be 
generated. We will send a final bill to your forwarding address.  
7.9 You do not avoid liability to pay us for energy consumed at your Supply Address that relates to the quantity of energy 
consumed at your Supply Address by vacating your Supply Address. Your obligation to pay us for energy consumed at your 
Supply Address relates to the quantity of energy consumed at your Supply Address under this Agreement and continues until, and 
ends with effect from 3 Business Days (or such shorter period as permitted by the Regulatory Requirements4 ) after the date of the 
notice of your intention to vacate the Supply Address or the date you vacate the Supply Address - whichever occurs last.  
7.10 You may cease to be liable to pay for energy consumed at your Supply Address from the date specified in the following 
paragraphs, if that date is earlier than the date determined above: 

a) The latter of if you demonstrate to us that you were evicted or otherwise forced to vacate your Supply Address, the date 
on which you give us notice that you have vacated your Supply Address, or if another customer enters into a new energy 
agreement with us for the Supply Address, the date on which the obligation to pay for energy under the new energy 
agreement is effective;  

b) If another retailer becomes Responsible for the Supply Address, the date on which the other retailer becomes 
Responsible; and if the Supply Address is disconnected, the date on which the Supply Address is disconnected. If you 
enter into an energy agreement with us at a new supply address, any amount payable by you for energy consumed at 
your vacated Supply Address maybe included in your bill for energy consumed at your new supply address. 

Termination Date 
7.9 Termination under this condition 7 will not be effective until (whichever occurs last): 
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a) The term of the Energy Agreement begins on the date we commence supplying energy to you and continues until either 
party terminates in accordance with this agreement; 

b) A new energy supply agreement for the premises takes effect; 
c) Another retailer becomes responsible for the supply of energy to the premises; or 
d) If the premises are disconnected, when you have no right of reconnection 

Effect of termination 
7.10 Termination, or warranty of supply because of it, does not affect our, or your, right to enforce any right arising before or on 
termination 

8 DISCONNECTING AND RECONNECTING SUPPLY 
Your Right to Disconnect 
8.1 You have a right to request disconnection. MEH will arrange disconnection of the premises in accordance with your request. 



 

  
 

 

Our Right to Disconnect 
8.2 Subject to condition 8.3, and provided that MEH complies with the energy laws, MEH may request the distributor to 
disconnect the premises if: 

a) You fail to pay your bill by the due date; 
b) You refuse, when required by us, to provide a security deposit 
c) You deny access to your meter for the purpose of reading for three consecutive billing period cycles; 
d) You are using energy illegally (see condition 4.1); or 
e) You obstruct an authorised person in relation to anything in connection with this Energy Agreement, for example, by not 

permitting access to repair your metering equipment. 

8.3 MEH will give you written notice of our intention to disconnect your supply, in accordance with energy laws unless 
disconnection is due to an emergency or for health and safety reasons or illegal use of energy. 
8.4 You must co-operate with and assist MEH, the distributor and authorised persons in respect of any disconnection. 

Restriction on Disconnection 
8.5 MEH must not arrange to disconnect your supply of energy while: 

a) An application is pending from you for a relevant rebate, concession, grant or relief scheme (you agree to notify us if this 
is the case), or assistance under any payment plan operated by us, that is available to our customers; or 

b) A life support system that relies on electricity for its operation is in use at the premises. You agree to notify us if this is the 
case. 

8.6 MEH must not arrange to disconnect supply in relation to any non-payment by your while: 
a) An amount payable is less than $300.00 (Inc. GST); 
b) You have an unresolved complaint about the bill with the Ombudsman or another external dispute resolution body; or 
c) The charge outstanding is not for the supply or sale of energy. 

8.7 We will only arrange disconnection of your supply at times, and on days, and within the period permitted by energy laws. 

No Obligation to Supply 
8.8 Nothing in this condition 8 affects the right or obligation of any person under energy laws to refuse to supply, or to arrange for 
the supply of, energy to the premises to be disconnected. 
8.9 While any disconnection or interruption continues, our obligation to supply the premises with energy is suspended. 

Disconnection not Termination 
8.10 Disconnection of the premises, for any reason, does not constitute a termination of the Energy Agreement, nor does it prevent 
us from terminating the Energy Agreement under clause 7. 

Reconnection 
8.11 MEH will arrange for you to be reconnected where required by the energy laws. 
8.12 If your supply has been disconnected as a result of any of the following breaches by you: 

a) Non-payment of a bill; 
b) Your meter not is accessible; 
c) You obtaining supply otherwise than in accordance with the energy laws; or 
d) Refusing to provide a security deposit, and you: 
e) Rectify this breach within the time in accordance with the energy laws; 
f) Comply with all other energy laws; and 
g) Pay an associated charge (including reconnection charges), 

We will arrange for you to be reconnected, upon your request, in accordance with the energy laws. 

9 SECURITY DEPOSITS 
9.1 MEH may require you to provide us with a security deposit in accordance with the energy laws if you: 

a) Owe money to other retailers which are more than the amount specified under the energy laws; 
b) Have illegally used energy in the past 2 years (see condition 4.1); 
c) Refused to provide acceptable identification to us; 
d) Have an unsatisfactory credit rating and you do not accept our offer of an instalment plan; or 
e) Have an unsatisfactory account payment record or credit rating. 

9.2 The amount of the security deposit will be calculated in accordance with the National Energy Rules (including any increase in 
the tariff), and will not exceed 37.5% of the customers estimated bills over a 12 month period. 

Time for Payment 
9.3 You agree to provide the security deposit within 10 days after we request it 



 

  
 

Content 
9.4 Cash or securities provided as a security deposit are to be transferred to MEH absolutely and not by way of security. 



 

  
 

 

Use of the Deposit 
9.5 MEH may apply a security deposit against, or draw on it for, any amount you owe us under the Energy Agreement in 
accordance with the energy laws, but otherwise. 
9.6 We may set-off against amounts you owe us any money we owe you unrelated to any security deposit, in accordance with the 
energy laws. Application of a security deposit or the set-off of any amount we owe you does not affect any other right we have 
against you for amounts you owe us. 

Return of the Deposit 
9.7 We will return to you within 3 months on the end of the Energy Agreement the balance of the security deposit remaining after 
payment of all amounts you owe us under the Energy Agreement unless the energy laws require us to return it earlier. Interest will 
be payable to you by us at any time or in any circumstances in respect of the security deposit. 

10 PROVISION OF INFORMATION  
On request, we will provide you with: 

a) General advice about energy efficiency and how to reduce your residential energy costs (energy efficient tips are 
available on our website). 

b) Advice about how, from whom and at what estimated cost, a residential customer may arrange for any energy audit of 
premises; 

c) Advice on the typical running costs of major domestic appliances; 
d) Historical billing information in accordance with the energy laws; 
e) Further copies of our Customer Charter, Privacy Statement, these Agreement Conditions, the Schedule and any 

Disclosure Statement (we may charge a reasonable fee for doing so, where permitted); and 
f) A copy of other documents as required by the energy laws (in large print if required). If permitted, we may charge a 

reasonable fee for doing so, if the period exceeds 2 years or the duplicate information has previously been provided. 

11 CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY 
11.1 All the details of the Energy Agreement are strictly confidential. You and we must not disclose them to another person unless: 

a) Both parties have the consent of the other; 
b) Both parties are required to do so by law; 
c) The details have become publicly available; or  
d) As provided in our Privacy Statement. 

11.2 These obligations on confidentiality continue after the Energy Agreement ends or are terminated. 
11.3 We comply with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). Details about our commitment to privacy are set out in our Privacy Statement. 

12 LIABILITY 
Responsibility 
12.1 MEH is not responsible for, and you accept all risks in respect of, the control and use of electricity on your side of the supply 
point and the control and use of gas on the premises. 

Uncontrollable Events 
12.2 Both parties obligations under the Energy Agreement are suspended to the extent to which they are affected by an event 
outside either parties control (this does not include an inability to pay money). 
12.3 The person affected much give prompt notice of the event outside their control, to the others, in accordance with any 
applicable energy laws. 

No Warranties 
12.4 Nothing in this Energy Agreement is to be taken to exclude restrict or modify any condition or warranty that we are 
prohibited by law from excluding, restricting or modifying. However, all other conditions and warranties, whether or not implied 
by law, are excluded. 
12.5 The Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) and other laws imply conditions and warranties into certain types of agreements for the 
supply or sale of “goods” and “services” (within the meaning of those laws). If any condition or warranty is implied into the 
Energy Agreement under the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) or other laws, then our liability (if any) for breach of that condition 
or warranty in connection with any goods or services we supply under the Energy Agreement, is limited, as far as the law permits 
and at our option, to resupplying the goods or services (or paying for their resupply). 



 

  
 

Exclusion of Liability 
12.6 Subject to conditions 12.4 and 12.5, and as far as the law permits, MEH is not liable for any loss or damage you suffer 
(including without limitation, where caused by any negligent or deliberate act or omission by us) arising from: 

a) For electricity – any fluctuation or distortion (in voltage magnitude, voltage waveform or frequency) or interruption to the 
supply or from any such supply not being or remaining continuous; 

b) For gas – any variation or deficiency in quality or pressure, or interruption to the supply or from any such supply not being 
or remaining continuous; 

12.7 In either case, due to: 
a) MEH discontinuing the supply of energy under the terms of this Energy Agreement or under any contract with your 

distributor; 
b) Any act or omission (including ones that are negligent or deliberate) or your distributor even if it is our network 

Indemnity 
12.8 To the extent permitted by law, you indemnify us against (and therefore you must pay us for) loss or damage arising (other 
than as a result of the negligence of us, your distributor or a meter reader) in connection with: 
In the case of electricity 

a) the control and use of electricity on your side of the supply point; 

In the case of gas;  
a) Any failure by your to comply with any of your obligations under this Energy Agreement; 
b) Any damage to the supply equipment; or  
c) The control and use of gas on the premises. 

12.9 The indemnities in this Energy Agreement carry on after it ends. 
12.10 The National Electricity Law limits the liability or immunities granted under energy laws; liability is not limited in its 
operation or application by anything contained in this Energy Agreement. 

Excused from Compliance with Laws 
12.11 Notwithstanding our obligation to comply with the energy laws, if we or your distributor are excused from strict compliance 
with any aspect of those laws or the application of those laws to us, or your distributor by the regulatory authority responsible for 
enforcing that aspect of the energy laws, we are not obliged under the Energy Agreement to comply with that aspect of the energy 
laws to the extent we are so excused. 
12.12 For the purposes of the Energy Agreement, we will not have breached any energy laws if we have, or your distributor has 
acted under the direction of a relevant regulatory authority or in accordance with the terms of relief from compliance granted in 
writing by a regulatory authority. 

13 INTERRUPTIONS 
13.1 You agree that the supply of energy to the premises may be interrupted, discontinued or restricted: 

a) When permitted or required under law or court order; 
a) For a reason beyond our control; 
b) By your distributor or the market and system operator, 
c) When there are insufficient quantities of energy or system capacity to meet the needs of all users; 
d) For repairs, testing, maintenance or other works; and 
e) During an emergency or for reasons of public health or safety or the protection of any person or property. 

13.2 In these circumstances, you agree immediately to cease or reduce your energy consumption at the premises and to comply 
with the directions of your distributor of us. 
13.3 Where reasonably possible and in accordance with energy laws, we or your distributor will give you prior notice of 
interruptions. Notices or directions given under this condition 13 may not comply with condition 15.2 

14 LAST RESORT ARRANGEMENTS 
14.1 If a Last Resort Event occurs, you authorise us to transfer you as a customer to another supplier and to take any other action 
to implement or arrange last resort supply arrangements.  
14.2 This Agreement will terminate on the transfer of you as a customer to another supplier under last resort supply arrangements. 
We may provide information concerning you to another supplier, the relevant Minister or the administrator of any retail market 
business scheme of which we or the retailer of last resort concerned is a member for the purpose of implementing last resort supply 
arrangements.  
14.3 MEH is not entitled to be paid any compensation or other payment by you in respect of such transfer, including the cost 
incurred by us in relation to the transfer. 



 

  
 

14.4 If MEH agrees with the retailer of last resort to arrange for the collection of energy charges and notify you in writing, you 
must pay us for any energy supplied and any other related goods or services supplied to you by the retailer of last resort. You do 
not have to pay us this amount if you have already paid this to the retailer of last resort or you have entered into a customer supply 
agreement with the retailer of last resort or another supplier under which you have to pay this amount.  
14.5 If the Agreement ends because we are no longer entitled to sell energy due to a Last Resort Event, you will not be liable for 
any termination fee or other penalty. 



 

  
 

 
15 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Verbal Consent Documents 
15.1 If verbal consent documents are sent by post, they are taken to be received 2 business days after posting unless received 
earlier. 

Notices 
15.2 Unless otherwise stated, notices by either party may be given by hand, fax email or post to the address or number of the other 
party set out in the Schedule, and includes a notice contained in a bill. 
15.3 If a notice is sent by post, it is taken to be received 2 business days after posting unless received earlier. 
15.4 Changes to notice details must be notified in writing to the other party. 

Variations 
15.5 Any variations to the Energy Agreement, or any waiver of any rights, must be agreed by both parties in writing, except for 
scheduled variations to charges or as set out below: 

a) You agree that we may, by giving notice to you, vary the Energy Agreement to reflect any laws, codes, regulatory 
guidelines or instructions by the relevant regulator, which are amended or introduced after the agreement commences; 
and 

b) You agree that we may, by giving notice to you, make variations to the Energy Agreement which is reasonably necessary 
to achieve optimal business efficiency and performance. 

15.6 You agree to comply with the Energy Agreement as amended by that notice. We will not vary the Energy Agreement under 
either condition 15.5 (a) or (b) so that it is inconsistent with the energy laws or where the energy laws require us to get your 
explicit informed consent to the variation. 

Assignments and Transfers 
15.7 You may assign or create an interest in your rights under the Energy Agreement only with our prior written consent. 
15.8 We may assign or otherwise create an interest in our rights under the Energy Agreement with your consent. In addition, you 
agree that we may transfer our rights or obligations under the Energy Agreement to another person as part of the transfer of all or 
any part of our retail sales business. You consent to us doing so and appoint us and any person we authorise to be your attorney to 
sign any document (including a deed of assignment or novation) or do anything necessary to affect the transfer of our rights or 
obligations under the Energy Agreement Governing Law 
15.9 This Agreement is governed by the laws in force in the State or Territory of your Supply Address. You agree to submit to the 
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in the State or Territory of your Supply Address.  

16 COMPLAINTS AND DISPUTES 
Complaint Handling 
16.1 MEH will consider any complaint made by your in accordance with the requirements of the energy laws. A complaint may be 
in writing or made orally and must include the reasons for seeking a review of our actions. 

Response to Complaint 
16.2 MEH must respond to your complaint with the time period specified in the energy laws. 

Escalation of Complaint 
16.3 If you are not satisfied with our response to a complaint, you may request your complaint to be raised to a higher level in our 
organization. 

Referring a Complaint to the Office of Fair Trading 
16.4 You may refer any complaint or dispute arising under the Energy Agreement or our conduct generally, to the O.F.T, or ask us 
to do so in your application to us for review. The Office of Fair Trading services (available to you without cost) may be used only 
if: 

a) You have first made a complaint to us and sought review at a higher level and you are not satisfied with our further 
response; and  

b) You notified us of your complaint within 12 months of you becoming aware of the event giving rise to the complaint 

16.5 In any dispute relating to services provided under the Energy Agreement, we agree to abide by the decision of the Office of 
Fair Trading. You have the option of accepting the Office of Fair Tradings decision, but if you do so, the Office of Fair Tradings 
decision is final and binding on you and us. 



 

  
 

17 INTERPRETATION 
17.1 The following words have these meanings: 
Authorised person – means a person authorised by us to do anything on our behalf under the Energy Agreement; 
Billing period – means the period for which we issue a bill for energy supplied to you under the Energy Agreement; 
Best endeavours – in relation to a person, means the person must act in good faith and do what is reasonably necessary in the 
circumstances; 
Business day – means a day other than a Saturday, Sunder or gazetted public holiday in the relevant Australian state, territory of 
region where your premises in located; 



 

  
 

 

Change of taxes – means the cost to us of any new or increased tax (including carbon tax), fee, charge, cost, expense, monetary 
penalty or liability incurred by us after the date of the Energy Agreement in connection with our obligation to: 

a) Comply with the Energy Agreement, including to supply energy to the premises; or 
b) Comply with any law, licence, permit, code of practice or other requirement to which we are bound in connection with 

energy supplied or contracted to be supplied to the premises, 

(including in connection with our obligation s regarding greenhouse gases, renewable energy certificates, permits, certificates, 
authorisations or credits); 
Charges – means the amounts payable by you under the Energy Agreement; 
Connection service – means the service of arranging, establishing or increasing the capacity of, the connection of the premises to 
the distributor’s distribution system and includes maintenance of the supply point; 
Cooling-off period – is defined in the Schedule; 
CPI  - for any period means whichever we choose of the Consumer Price Index (All Groups) for Sydney and all the Consumer 
Price Index (All groups) for the weighted average of all capital cities published from time to time by the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics or, if neither of these indices is available, another similar index determined by us; 
Effective transfer date – means the date on which the meter registered for your supply point is effectively allocated by the market 
and system operator to us; 
Emission charges – means the lesser of: 
The amount we reasonably estimate as the cost of us of meeting our emission obligations in connection with electricity consumed 
at the premises; or 
Any charge imposed on us if we do not or are not able to do so; 
Emission obligations – means any obligations imposed on us from time to time by any legislative, regulatory or voluntary regime 
for the direct or indirect purpose of reducing levels of greenhouse gas emissions or for increasing the uptake of renewable 
electricity, including obligations under the Renewable Energy (Electricity) Act 2000 (Cth), the Electricity Supply Act 1995 (NSW) 
or the conditions of any retail licence held by us; 
Energy – means either electricity or gas, depending on which is the subject of the Energy Agreement; 
Energy laws – means the National Electricity Law, National Gas Law and National Energy Retail Law, all applicable pipeline 
access arrangements, our retail licences and all regulatory documents referred to in those licences. 
GST – means a goods and services tax or similar tax; 
Market and system operator – means the body that administers the market for wholesale trading in energy in the area which 
encompasses the premises; 
Market charges – means all participant fees, ancillary service charges, system security fees and other charges, levied on us in 
connection with energy consumed at the premises, as determined by the market and system operator. 
Market rate – means the rate we determine from time to time and notify to you as being our market rate applicable to the rates 
identified in the Schedule; 
Meter reader – means a person authorized to read your meter under the Energy Agreement; 
Metering services – includes the installation and maintenance of metering equipment at the supply point and collection and 
processing of the metering data in accordance with the energy laws and our requirements; 
National Electricity Rules – has the same meaning as “the Rules” in the National Electricity Law; 
Network charges – means the amounts charged by the distributor in connection with energy consumed at the premises; 
Online acceptance form – means our internet-based process for the acceptance of relevant offers; 
Ombudsman – means the relevant energy ombudsman or other regulatory body responsible for energy customer complaints in the 
relevant Australian state or territory; 
Other distributor charges – mean any amounts charged to us by your distributor in relation to your contract with us or the 
premises, including charges for connection services to the premises, disconnection  fees and reconnection fees, but does not 
include network charges; 
Premises – means the premises for energy supply specified in the Schedule. If there is more than one, it refers to all of them 
together and each of them separately (as the context requires); 
Retailer – means a holder of a retail licence under the relevant energy laws; 
Schedule – means either the signed Energy Offer, Market Offer or the verbal consent documents, as applicable; 
Security deposit – (also known as a refundable advance) means cash or other security deposit, bank guarantee, parent guarantee, 
letter of credit or other form of credit support; 
Small retail customer – means: 
For electricity, a customer that consumes or is expected to consume electricity at their premises at the rate of: 
Less than or equal to 100MWh per year if you are in the Australian Capital Territory; or 
Less than or equal to 160MWh per year if you are in New South Wales. 



 

  
 

For gas, a customer that consumes or is expected to consume gas at their premises at the rate of less than or equal to 1TJ per year; 
Supply equipment – means facilities (including the measuring equipment) installed at or near the supply point to deliver gas from 
the network, to regulate that delivery, and to measure the gas quantity withdrawn at the supply point; 
Supply point – means the point at which the distributor’s distribution system connects to the energy network at the premises and 
includes your meter; 
Upstream event – means: 

a) The occurrence of any ‘force majeure’ event under any wholesale gas purchase or transport arrangement to which we are 
a party; 

b) The exercise of rights by the other party to reduce the quantity of gas sold or delivered under any wholesale gas 
purchase or transport agreement to which we are a part; 

c) The amendment, suspension or termination (either in whole or relating to any quantity of gas) of any gas purchase or 
transport arrangement to which we are a party and which is not in our control; or 

d) Any news amount or increase in any amount, passed through to us by the other party to a wholesale gas purchase or 
transport arrangement to which we are a party to reflect a cost incurred by that party; 

Verbal Consent Documents  - means the documents we provide to you subsequent to your verbal consent to an Energy Agreement 
which may include the Agreement Conditions, our Customer Charter and any Disclosure Statement; 
17.2 A reference to: 

a) ‘We’ means Metered Energy Holdings ABN 44 108 143 862 in its capacity as a retailer, and its successors and assigns; 
b) ‘You’ means the person or persons named in the Schedule as “Customer”. If there are more than one, you means each of 

them separately and every two or more of them jointly. You include your successors; 
c) The singular includes the plural and vice versa; 
d) Anything includes the whole and each part of it; 
e) A document includes any variation or replacement of them; 
f) Law means common law, principle of equity and laws made by parliament (including regulations and other instruments 

under them (such as orders and determinations), and consolidations, amendments, re-enactments or replacements of 
them; 

g) The words ‘including’, ‘such as’ or ‘for example’, are not words or limitation; 
h) The word ‘person’ includes an individual, a firm, a body corporate, an unincorporated association or an authority; and  
i) Administration or other costs we inure include our internal costs. 

17.3 The Schedule and any Disclosure Statement prevails over these Agreement Conditions to the extent of any inconsistency. 
17.4 If any term of this agreement indicates that we have discretion, we exercise it, in addition to any other ground we specify, 
reasonably, in order to achieve optimal business efficiency and performance. 



 

  
 

 

PRIVACY STATEMENT 
Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd (MEH) is committed to protecting your privacy and the privacy of your personal information. 
MEH complies with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and the National Privacy Principles. 

What personal information do we collect? 
To enable MEH to operate our energy metering and billing service we need to collect personal information from current and 
prospective clients and suppliers of various services. That information is provided to MEH and contained in application forms and 
agreements. MEH is required to retain that information under the Corporations Act and various state legislative requirements 
relative to providing energy services.  

Why do we collect the personal information? 
It is our policy to collect from you only the information that: 

 Is essential to the operations of our business. 
 Enables us to comply with the requirements of Corporations Act. 
 Enables us to comply with the requirements of energy supply legislation in Australian states and territories. 

How do we collect the personal information? 
We collect your personal information through application forms and amendments, subsequent discussions and correspondence and 
contract details supplied by yourself.  

To whom do we disclose your personal information? 
Your personal information is only disclosed to: 

 Our employees; 
 Certain Service Providers 
 We do not disclose your information to any other person for any other purpose unless we are authorised or directed by 

law to do so or unless you authorise the release or for a purpose related to the purpose for which you supplied the 
information to us. 

 We also use your name and address to: 
 Provide customers with notices, reports, returns and other information which we are required by law or by our Constitution 

to supply; 

We may be required by law or by an order of a court or tribunal to disclose your personal information to others. The Privacy Act 
also allows us to disclose personal information about you for purposes relating to public safety and law enforcement. 

Is your personal information secure? 
Our Management and staff are trained to protect the privacy of your personal information and comply with the Privacy Act 1988 
(Cth). 

Our Directors abide by this privacy policy and maintain confidentiality of your person information that comes to their knowledge. 

We strive to ensure the security, integrity and privacy of personal information submitted we review and update our security 
measures in light of current technologies. Unfortunately, no data transmission over the Internet can be guaranteed to be totally 
secure. 

However, we will endeavour to take all reasonable steps to protect the personal information you may transmit to us or from our 
online products and services. Once we do receive your transmission, we will also make our best efforts to ensure its security on our 
systems. 
 
In addition, our employees and the contractors who provide services related to our information systems are obliged to respect the 
confidentiality of any personal information held by us. However, we will not be held responsible for events arising from 
unauthorised access to your personal information. 

What if I want to check what personal information your hold about me? 
Subject to any restrictions in the Privacy Act or National Privacy Principles we will tell you on request what personal information 
we hold about you. There is no fee payable for making such a request. There may however be some cost involved in providing 



 

  
 

written records or copies of written records if the request is complex or requires detailed searching of our records. We will advise 
you in advance if this is the case. 

Correcting your records 
If you believe there are errors in the records we hold about you please let us know and we will seek to correct those inaccuracies. 



 

  
 

 

SMARTERPAY CONDITIONS 
These Automatic Payment Arrangement Conditions apply to you, and form part of your Energy Agreement with us, if you agree to 
pay us by either: 

a) Direct debit from your bank, credit union or building society account (in which case this is also the Direct Debit Request 
Service Agreement); or  

b) Automatic payment from your credit card, (collectively referred to herein as an “Automatic Payment Arrangement”.) 

Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd commitment to you 
MEH may change the terms of the Automatic Payment Arrangement at any time but will give you at least 14 days’ notice before 
we do so.  
We will keep information relating to your nominated financial institution account, or credit card account, confidential, except 
where permitted by law or required for conducting direct debits or processing credit card payments with your financial institution 
or credit card provider and for a related query, dispute or claim. MEH will take reasonable steps to protect personal information 
held by us against loss and against access, use, modification or disclosure that is unauthorised. 
Each Automatic Payment will occur on the due date notified to you or if that day is a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, the next 
following business day. If unsure, ask your financial institution or credit card provider for details.  

Your commitment to Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd 
If you cease to be suppled energy at your premises by us, your Automatic Payment Arrangement will terminate.  
It is your responsibility to:    

 Ensure your nominated account can accept direct debits through the Bulk Electronic Clearing System, (if unsure, ask 
your financial institution, as direct debit arrangements are not available on some accounts) or your nominated credit card 
is current and valid and the credit card details are cardholder’s name are accurate; 

 Ensure there are sufficient clear funds in your nominated account, or credit available on you nominated credit card, to 
meet the Automatic Payment on the due date; 

 Advise us if your nominated account is transferred or closed, or the account details change, and for your nominated credit 
card, advise us of changes to the card details you provided to us, including expiry or suspension or cancellation of your 
card; 

 Arrange a suitable alternative payment method if the Automatic Payment Arrangement ends for any reason,  
 If you have chosen to pay by direct debit, ensure that all account holders on the nominated financial institution account (in 

the case of joint accounts) sign the SmarterPay Details – request for Automatic Payment form or otherwise give you 
consent in a manner agreed by us; and  

 Check your Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd bill against items in your financial institution account statement or credit 
card statement.  

You may be charged a fee by your financial institution or credit card issuer due to any failed or incorrect payment, if: 
 There are insufficient clear funds in your nominated account; 
 There are insufficient credit on your nominated credit card; or  
 You gave us incorrect account details for your nominated account or credit card 

We also may charge you fees for this (including reimbursing our costs). You must still arrange for the payment to be made to 
MEH.  

Your rights  
Subject to the terms and conditions of your Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd account, you may alter, defer or cancel the 
Automatic Payment Arrangement by writing to us at Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd PO Box 192 Morningside QLD 4171 or via 
email to contact@meteredenergy.com.au or contacting us on 1300 633 637. You may also choose to cancel the Automatic 
Payment Arrangement by contacting your financial institution directly.  
If you cancel your Automatic Payment Arrangement through us, we will use our best endeavors to notify your financial institution 
of the cancellation. We will need at least 7 working days’ notice before the due date of a payment to: 

 Stop or defer the Automatic Payment; 
 Suspend future Automatic Payments; 
 Alter any details on the SmarterPay details – Request for Automatic Payment form; or 
 Cancel the Automatic Payment Arrangement completely.  

If you cancel the Automatic Payment Arrangement through your financial institution, you must tell us as soon as practicable.  
Where you consider that an Automatic Payment has been initiated incorrectly, you should contact Metered Energy Holdings Pty 
Ltd on 1300 633 637. If you are not happy with our response you can address a formal complaint with the envelope marker 
‘Notice of Complaint’ to Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd, Po Box 192 Morningside QLD 4171. 



 

  
 

If you cancel your Automatic Payment Arrangement, you must arrange with us an alternative method of payment. 

Other information  
The details of you Automatic Payment Arrangement are contained in the SmarterPay details – Request for Automatic Payment 
form or you have provided them to us over the telephone. 
MEH may require that your instructions to stop or in any way alter the Automatic Payment Arrangement are given to us in writing 
or electronic form.  
MEH may cancel the Automatic Payment Arrangement at any time or if two consecutive Automatic Payments are dishonoured by 
your financial institution or credit card issuer, in which case you must arrange with us an alternative payment method.  
We are required to cancel the Automatic Payment Arrangement immediately upon the occurrence of a last resort event. We will 
notify you and your financial institution if this occurs.  
In addition to changes we make, if you choose to pay by direct debit the Automatic Payment Arrangement is subject to change by 
both your financial institution and Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd financial institution.  
Your Automatic Payment Arrangement is also governed by the terms and condition of your Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd 
account.  

REGULAR PAYMENT OPTION CONDITIONS 
These conditions apply only to customers who make payments using the Regular Payment Option.  

How Regular Payment Option works 
Regular Payment Option (RPO) is a bill smoothing payment method available to our small retail customers (including residential 
and small business customers). It allows you to pay your estimated energy consumption amount over a series of regular payments. 
All you have to do is select your preferred payment frequency and start date.  Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd will estimate the 
amount of each payment for you based on your measured or estimated consumption history. 
RPO payments can be made fortnightly or monthly from your nominated bank, credit union or building society account or monthly 
from your nominated credit card. We will send you written confirmation of your payment amount, frequency and start date. 
At the end of each quarter we will give you a Regular Payment Option Summary and Account which compares the amount of your 
RPO payments against your actual energy costs. Your RPO payments may not exactly match your actual energy costs. Any 
difference (shortfall or surplus) will be shown on your statement and carried forward as an amount owing (by your or by us). If 
there is a significant difference we may adjust the amount of your RPO payments. Any shortfall or surplus remaining is payable 
(by you or by us) if the RPD is cancelled.  

Your obligations  
You must complete and return the SmarterPay details – request for Automatic Payment form or provide the required details to us 
over the telephone. The RPO cannot commence until these details have been received and processed. Please note, if you have an 
outstanding or overdue amount with Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd at the time we process you request, this will be direct 
debited immediately from your nominated account.  
If you choose to make the RPO payments by direct debit, you agree to the terms of the Automatic Payment Arrangement 
Conditions which incorporate the “Direct Debit Services Agreement”. If you are aware that there will not be sufficient funds 
available in you nominated account to meet your RPO payments you must contact Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd as soon as 
possible or at least 7 days prior to the payment date to arrange an alternate date for that payment. 
If you fail to make a payment by direct debit or your nominated credit card you must pay any missed payments by another payment 
method. We may also pass on to you a dishonoured payment fee.  

Adjustments to RPO payments 
If you ask, MEH will change the frequency and amount (some limitations may apply) of your RPO payment. You must give at 
least 7 days’ notice of any changes.  
However, we reserve the right to adjust the amount of your RPO payments from time to time where your actual energy 
consumption differs significantly from estimated energy consumption. We will provide you with at least 14 days’ notice before any 
changed to the amount of RPO payments take effect.  

Dual fuel payments 
If you are supplied both gas and electricity by Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd you payment under the RPO will be for both 
fuels. You will receive one statement each billing period covering both fuels.  



 

  
 

If you are supplied with one energy type (e.g. Electricity) and a second energy type (e.g. Gas) is added to your account, your 
regular payment will be adjusted to include the new energy type, This adjustment will occur through the periodic monitoring of 
your account and we will provide you with at least 14 days’ notice before any changes to the amount of payments take effect.  

Cancellation of RPO  
MEH may cancel the RPO at any time. We will notify you at least 14 days before the RPO is cancelled.  
You can cancel the RPO by calling Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd. You must give us at least 7 business days before these 
changes will take effect.  
When the RPO is cancelled, you will cease to receive a quarterly Regular Payment Option Summary and Account. Instead, you 
will start receiving regular energy invoices for electricity and gas. If your RPO arrangement had also included payments for gas, 
any outstanding balance (being any surplus or shortfall difference between your RPO payments and your actual energy 
consumption) will appear on your next energy invoice. Your energy invoices will then automatically be paid from your nominated 
back account or credit card on the “Due Date” shown on each energy invoice.  



 

  
 

 

Other information  
If your nominated payment date falls on a Saturday, Sunday or Public holiday we will debit your account on the following business 
day.  
Any charges that are not related to energy consumption (e.g. the cost of appliances or tradesmen) will not be included in the RPO. 
The full amount will need to be paid by another payment method listed on the back of the bill.  
Your RPO arrangements are also governed by the terms and conditions of you Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd account and the 
Automatic Payment Arrangement Conditions. 



 

  
 

 
 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

This document sets out some additional information which MEH is required by law to provide to you and also forms part of you 
Energy Agreement with MEH.  

Marketing Code of Conduct 
1. Retailer and marketers of energy must comply with the Energy Marketing Code of Conduct (“Code”). This Code requires, 

amongst other things, that a customer be provided with certain specified information. That information is set out in the 
statement, or in some cases (as noted below) is set out in the Energy Offer or verbal consent documents (both simply referred 
to as the Schedule) or our Customer Charter. 

2. The retailer is Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd (ABN 44 108 143 862) of 540 Logan Road, Greenslopes, Brisbane, QLD 4120. 
Contact us on 1300 633 637 or at www.meteredenergy.com.au. 

3. The premises to which the Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd will apply are set out in the Schedule. The expiry date of the offer 
is set out in the Schedule.  

4. The term of the Energy Agreement is set out in the Schedule. How it may be extended is detailed in our Customer Charter. 
5. The charges for your energy are set out in the Schedule or in the Energy Details which forms part of the Schedule. For other 

charges for related services, see section 5 of the Agreement Conditions. 
6. You are entitled to be supplied with energy by your local standard retailer (who may or may not be MEH, depending on the 

location of your premises) under a “Standard Form Customer Supply Contract”. The main differences between the Energy 
Agreement and its equivalent Standard Form Customer Supply Contract (including information about all costs) are set out on 
our Customer Charter. 

7. You are entitled to cancel the Energy Agreement without penalty within the cooling-off period, commencing after signing the 
Schedule or giving us your verbal acceptance to enter into the Energy Agreement and receiving the verbal consent documents 
or giving us your online acceptance. Your rights and obligations following this cooling-off period, as prescribed by the 
applicable energy laws, are summarised in our Customer Charter and this document. This cooling-off period is set out in the 
Schedule.   

8. MEH can assist you with enquiries regarding electricity and gas connection services, as set out in our Energy Agreement and 
Customer Charter. 

9. You may be required at any time by notice in writing to provide us with security of a type and in an amount and on terms and 
conditions are reasonably required. You will be required to provide the security within 10 days after we request it. See out 
Customer Charter for more information. 

10. If you enter into and Energy Agreement with us and it’s terminated early in respect of a type of energy, then you may be 
required to pay us an early terminations fee for the termination of that energy. See the Schedule of the Energy Details which 
forms part of the Schedule and our Customer Charter. 

11. You have the right to refer a dispute to the Energy & Water Ombudsman. 
12. The Energy Agreement commences when you sign the Schedule or give us your verbal acceptance to enter into the Energy 

Agreement and receive the verbal consent documents or give us your online acceptance. The supply of energy under the 
Energy Agreement will commence when all the pre-conditions, including transfer requirements and the expiry if the cooling-off 
period, are met. See our Customer Charter for more information.    

13. Other information that is reasonably necessary for you to make an informed decision about whether or not to accept our offer is 
set out in our Customer Charter. 

14. Our Customer Charter also details how you may request and receive the following information before or at the time you enter 
the Energy Agreement with us: 
a) All conditions of the Energy Agreement offered to you by the Marketer; 
b) You rights under the terms of any applicable Standard Form Customer Supply Contract; 
c) Your entitlements to any concessions or rebates; 
d) The arrangements that are in place for competition in the supply of electricity and/or gas may be perused at the 

www.energymadeeasy.gov.au website; and 
e) Your rights and the Marketer’s obligation under the Code. 

Charges under previous arrangements 
15. If immediately before the date we commence supplying you under the Energy Agreement, we have supplied you with: 

a) Electricity for a period of 14 days or less under a new occupant supply arrangement, or for a period of 1 month or less 
under an exempt last resort arrangement, then you agree to pay us for the electricity consumed during that period at the 
prices provided for in those arrangement unless you have paid another retailer for it or you have terminated this Energy 
Agreement under the cooling off provisions in the Energy Agreement; or 

b) Gas (other than under a customer supply agreement), then you agree to pay us for the gas consumed during that period 
at the prices provided for in those arrangements, unless you have paid another supplier for it, or you have terminated the 
Energy Agreement under the cooling off provisions in the Energy Agreement. 



 

  
 

 

Last resort arrangements for gas 
16. If last resort supply arrangements are implemented with respect to you for your gas supply (where for whatever reason MEH 

are unable to continue supplying gas to you), we may provide your personal information to the Minister for Energy or the 
administrator of any retail market business scheme of which we or the retailer of the last resort is a member. 

Metered consumption 
17. Your metered consumption is measured at intervals of not more than 12 months. 

You’re right to disconnect 
18. You must give us at least 72 hours (for electricity) or 3 business days’ (for gas) notice before you want the supply of energy to 

the premises discontinued. Once you ask us to discontinue, we may arrange disconnection of the premises in accordance with 
your request. 

19. In the case of electricity, if you do not give us 72 hours’ notice and we have not entered into a new customer supply 
arrangement for the premises, you are liable for all charges for the electricity and other services provided up until the end of a 
period we specify (not to exceed 72 hours after we become aware that you want supply discontinued, or until the supply is 
disconnected or transferred to a new retailer, whichever occurs first.   

20. In the case of gas, if you do not give us 3 business days’ notice you are liable for all charges for gas and other services 
provided up until: 
a) The end of a period we specify (not to exceed 3 business days) after we become aware that you want supply 

discontinued. 
b) The supply is discontinued or transferred to a new retailer; or 
c) You enter into a new customer supply agreement or a new occupant supply arrangement for the premises, whichever 

occurs first. 

Further restriction on disconnection for gas 
21. In the case of gas, unless you have asked us to discontinue supply or arrange for disconnection of gas supply to the premises, 

we must not arrange to disconnect supply (on any of the grounds listed above): 
a) On a Friday, Saturday, Sunday, a public holiday, or a day before a public holiday 
b) After 3.00pm on any other day, or 
c) While an application is pending from you for assistance under any Government funded rebate or relief scheme, or 

payment plan operated by us, that is available to our customers (you agree to notify us if this is the case). 

Government funded rebate schemes 
22. You may be entitled to participate in a Government funded rebate scheme to assist with payment under this Energy 

Agreement, depending on your status and circumstances. Call us on 1300 633 637 for further information. 

Payment plan 
23. MEH can establish a payment plan to assist customers experiencing financial difficulties. Call us on 1300 633 637 to arrange a 

payment. We also provide all customers access to details of our hardship policy to assist you in meeting your financial 
commitments. 

Guaranteed Customer Service Standards 
Telephone hotlines 
24. Call us on 1300 633 637 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to notify us and receive information about faults and difficulties in the 

energy works. 
25. Call us on 07 3891 3733 during business hours to notify us and receive information about your account and other services 

arranged by us. 

We keep appointments 
26. If our representative is more than 15 minutes late for a scheduled appointment with you (or your representative) for any service 

we provide under this Energy Agreement, we pay you $25 to compensate for the delay. (We may do this by crediting your next 
invoice.) 

We notify you before arranging discontinuation for supply 



 

  
 

27. Before we arrange to discontinue supply (including arranging disconnection): 
a) We give you at least two written notices of our intention to do so. (The second notice is sent no earlier than seven days 

after the first), and 
b) We make responsible attempts to contact you in person or by telephone either during or outside business hours to assist 

you to do whatever is necessary to remedy the failure, refusal or obstruction referred to in the notice. (If our reasonable 
attempts to contact you in person or by telephone have been unsuccessful, we must use our best endeavours to contact 
your outside business hours to tell you what to do to avoid supply being discontinued.) We document action we take in 
the regard. 

c) We will not disconnect you unless the total amount owing for a single service is $300.00 or more (GST Inc.) 



 

  
 

 

28. Each notice: 
a) Specifies the basis on which we may arrange to discontinue supply.  
b) Specifies the time you have to remove the basis and the date from which we may arrange to discontinue supply if you do 

not (“discontinuation date”) (which may be no earlier than 14 days after the first notice is sent)     
c) Advises you of your rights under these Regulatory Requirements, including your right to have any complaint or dispute 

referred to the Energy & Water Ombudsman in NSW for resolution, and 
d) If the basis on which we may arrange to discontinue supply includes your failure to pay for electricity connection services 

or the supply of energy, advises you: 

i. Of any available Government funder rebate scheme or relief scheme, and 
ii. That if you are experiencing financial difficulty, you may apply for assistance under our payment plan; and 

iii. Of the date by which you must apply to us if you wish to enter into a payment plan (payment plan application date). 
e) The notices do not need to contain the information in 32(d)(ii) or 32(d)(iii) above if the money owed to us is un an existing 

payment plan. 
f) MEH will not give you a second notice before the later of: 

iv. The payment plan application date’ and 
v. The date we advise you of the outcome of any application made by you before the payment plan application date. 

MEH must not arrange to discontinue supply until after the discontinuation date 
29. Where we are authorised under your Agreement to discontinue the supply of gas to your Supply Address on grounds arising 

from your Agreement or the Regulatory Requirements, we will not do so: 
a) On a Friday, Saturday or Sunday; 
b) On a public holiday or day immediately preceding public holiday; or 
c) After 3.00 pm on any other day. 

30. If, before the discontinuation date, you ask that a complaint be referred for resolution by the Energy & Water Ombudsman in 
NSW, we must not arrange to discontinue supply: 
a) In the case of electricity, until three business days after the complaint has been referred, or 
b) In the case of gas, until the matter is determined, or 
c) If, before that time, the Energy & Water Ombudsman in NSW directs that such action not be taken. 

Notice to be provided prior to disconnection 
31. We provide you with a written notice after the premises have been disconnected containing the following information: 

a) The grounds for the disconnection 
b) Our contact phone number so that you discuss the matter with our representative 
c) Any arrangements you need to make to reconnect your premises including any costs payable by you for the 

reconnection, and 
d) The dispute resolution procedures available.  

32. We will promptly notify the Distributor of your request for reconnection to the distribution system, if you become entitled    to be 
reconnected.  

33. Where we have disconnected the supply of energy to your Supply Address, the requirements for reconnection are as              
follows: 
a) You must rectify the grounds for discontinuance within a reasonable time 
b) You must request that the supply of energy be recommenced; and 
c) You must pay the reasonable reconnection fee as determined by us.  

34. Where you have met the requirements for reconnection listed above, we will use our best endeavours to recommence supply 
within the following periods: 
a) If your request is made before 11 am on a Business Day, on the day the request is made 
b) If your request is made after 11 am on a Business Day, on the next Business Day after the request is made and 
c) If your request is made after 11 am on a Business Day and you pay an after hours connection charge to us, on the day 

requested by you. 

Other rights not affected 
35. These standards do not prevent us from arranging to discontinue supply in accordance with a request from you.  

Nothing in these standards affects any right or obligation to disconnect your Supply Address arising from the operation of the 
National Energy Retail Law, National Energy Retail Rules and National Energy Retail Regulations. 

36. In the case of gas, these standards also do not prevent us from interrupting continuous gas supply as provided for in the 
Energy Agreement. 

Our commitment to you 
Our response times 



 

  
 

37. If you contact MEH with an enquiry and our representative cannot resolve it immediately, our representative contacts you 
generally within one business day of your call and answers your inquiry or makes further arrangements with you. 

38. We will commence any work in response to a request by you to arrange metering or connection services within 2 Business 
Days 



 

  
 

 

39. If you enquiry is about: 
a) Faults or difficulties in the quality or delivery of energy, you can call the distributor’s emergency 24 hour telephone 

number on your bill, or alternatively call us on 1300 633 637 and we provide the number to you (if you do not contact us 
by telephone, we act as soon as practicable), or 

b) Anything relating to disconnection or connection, we may refer it to connection services provider or the distributor. We do 
so generally within 2 hours of your enquiry, or within as long a time as is reasonable to the nature of the enquiry. 

Disruption of services 
40. We will provide at least 2 Business Days’ notice if we will be carrying out work (other than emergency work) that will disrupt 

supply under the Agreement; 

If you notify us (or we otherwise become aware) that energy supply or other services have been disrupted, then, if the service is 
one which: 

a) The distributor controls, we request them to, or 
b) Is not controlled by the distributor, 

We commence work remedy on the disruption within 2 Business Days after we find out about it. 
41. Except in an emergency we use reasonable efforts to give you at least two business days’ notice of any work we intend doing 

that will disrupt services we under the Energy Agreement. 
42. In the case of electricity, your electricity connection services contact specifies that:  

a) Time within which the distributor should commence remedial work on, and 
b) Amount of notice you should be given before the distributor disrupts any service for which they are responsible for. 

43. The retailer is Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd (ABN 44 108 143 862) of 37 Manton Street Morningside, Brisbane QLD 4170. 
Contact us on 1300 633 637 or at www.meteredenergy.com.au  

44. The Energy Agreement commences when you: 
a) sign the Energy Offer; or 
b) Give us your verbal acceptance to enter into the agreement over the telephone and receive the Verbal Consent 

Documents. 
c) Complete the online application form including all acknowledgements. 

Both the Energy Offer and Verbal Contract Confirmation are referred to as the Schedule. 



 

  
 

45. The supply of energy under the Energy Agreement will commence when all the pre-conditions, including transfer requirements 
and the expiry of the cooling-off period, are met. 

46. You will receive energy bills at least every 3 months. The payment methods and options are set out in the Schedule. 
47. The charges for energy are set out in the Energy Details which form part of the Schedule 
48. You are entitled to a cooling-off period of 10 business days commencing on (and including) the date you sign the Schedule or 

give us your verbal acceptance to enter into the Energy Agreement and received the Verbal Consent Documents. During this 
period, you have a right to cancel the Energy Agreement (“Special Rescission”). See the Cancellation Notice. 

49. You may cancel the Energy Agreement within 6 months of the date of commencement of the Energy Agreement without 
penalty if the marketer is in serious breach of its obligations, or if the Door-to-Door Trading Act entitles you to cancel the 
Energy Agreement (‘Special Rescission”). See the Cancellation Notice. 

50. Any termination fees that apply if you terminate the Energy Agreement the Energy Agreement before the expiry of the term 
(except in respect of Special Rescission or cancellation during the cooling-off period) are set out in the Energy Details. 

51. MEH will only disconnect your supply after we have complied with the notice requirements under the Code. See our customer 
charter for more information. In particular, we will only disconnect you for non-payment of a bill if: 
a) The money owing exceeds the minimum amount specified by the National Energy Rules. 
b) We give you 2 written notices, served on you at least 7 days apart; 
c) If the bill has not been paid within 5 days of the second notice, we make a reasonable attempt to contact you either in 

person or by telephone on a day other than the day of the disconnection; and 
d) After these procedures, you have not made and complied with any payment arrangements which are satisfactory to us 

and reasonable in your financial circumstances. 
52. If your energy supply has been disconnected as a result of non-payment, we will reconnect your energy supply if you pay (or 

agree arrangements with us to pay) the outstanding amount, or if we are advised by the ACAT that there is an unresolved 
hardship complaint from you.  If we are required to arrange for the re-energisation of a you premises in accordance with the 
National Energy Retail Rules and you make a request for re-energisation before 1 p.m. on a business day, we will; 
a) If your request is made before 11 am on a Business Day, on the day the request is made 
b) If your request is made after 11 am on a Business Day, on the next Business Day after the request is made and  
c) If your request is made after 11 am on a Business Day and you pay an after hours connection charge to us, on the day 

requested by you  
53. The distributor may disconnect customers: 

a) In accordance with the distributor’s standard customer connection contract; 
b) Where in the distributor’s reasonable opinion an issue of safety exists; 
c) To protect the safety and integrity of the network; 
d) As otherwise required or permitted under gas laws; and 
e) In all cases consistent with good industry practice. 

You must comply with any rules for gas service and installation published by the distributor. 
54. Where the network boundary is in accordance with the Gas Network Boundary Code, the boundary is at the supply point, 

specifically at the outlet at the meter. 
55. If you are required to give us a security deposit, we will refund it according to your reasonable instructions (together with 

accrued interest) when you pay one year’s worth of bills by their pay-by date.  If your energy supply agreement with us ends, 
we may only use your security deposit to pay any outstanding amounts in respect of energy supplied to you.  Any remaining 
balance will be repaid to you. 

56. If a dispute arises, we will endeavour to resolve it as quickly as possible in accordance with our dispute resolution process and 
the requirements of the Code.  If we are unable to resolve the matter, you may refer to matter to the ACAT.  See out Customer 
Charter for more information. 

57. The full conditions setting out your rights and obligations in respect of the supply of energy are contained in the Agreement 
Conditions and Schedule. 

58. In making this offer to you, Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd has used the services of a marketer.  We will pay the marketer a 
fee if you enter into an Energy Agreement with us.  Details of the marketer are set out in the Schedule. 
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SCHEDULE 
 
Please contact Metered Energy Holdings for the applicable Retail Pricing Schedule for your building. Contact details are as 
follows. 
 
Metered Energy Holdings Pty Ltd 
 37 Manton Street  
 Morningside QLD 4170 
 P.O. Box 192 
 Bulimba QLD 4171 
 General Inquiries 
 Ph.: 1300 633 637 
 contact@meteredenergy.com.au  
 www.meteredenergy.com.au 
 
 
 
 


